HOW WOULD CONGRESS CHANGE
IF “REGULAR JONESES” LIKE US WERE IN CHARGE?

CUT THE PARTISAN CRAP!

Ev Jones’s sole mission will be to serve as a key progress-maker in D.C. – working outside of the partisan scrum as a tireless coalition-builder and solution-finder.

FOCUS ON OUR NEEDS
Work for Us! No Endless Campaigning, Fundraising, Self-Promotion, or Political Grandstanding in D.C.

Ev will never campaign while in Office: So... No Political Fundraising; No Attack Ads; No PAC or Lobbyist Money; No Closed-Door Deals. No Annoying Ads or Yard Signs.

GIVE US UNBIASED INFO!
Provide a Constant Flow of Balanced, Easily Accessible Information & Education Tools We Can Use to Thrive.

Ev pledges to give regular, open-access briefings and unbiased education tools for all that will let us make clear-headed judgments on the key issues of the day.

BE FOR US, NOT POLITICOS
Expose Excessive Influence of Party Bosses, Lobbyists & PACs. Illuminate All Sides in Every Debate. Be Up Front!

Ev will open up the policy-making process, get all key information on the table: Make sure data and sense, not campaign donations, drive future decision-making.

MAKE IT ABOUT PROGRESS
Get Sensible Things Done, Reform House Rules, Tame Corrupting Influences of Party Bosses & Dark Money.

Ev sees a Congress that keeps it positive; a reliable source of information and solutions; dedicated to public service; committed to progress; and above the toxic partisan fray.

Vote for Smart, Independent Thinking in the August 4th Congressional Primary
EV JONES—Shrewd, Prepared, Capable, Communicative, Entrepreneurial

www.evanjones.us for more information